1. Policy Information
   Section: Transportation Service Parameters
   Document Type: General
   Policy Name: TG01 Transportation Service Parameters

2. Rationale
   The Simcoe County Student Transportation Consortium (SCSTC) policy for Transportation Service Parameters identifies the service parameters used to provide safe, equitable and efficient student transportation.

3. Policy Statement
   It is the policy of the SCSTC to follow the Consortium’s Member District School Boards' policies and procedures to determine the service parameters used to provide safe, equitable and efficient student transportation.

4. Overview
   4.1. The following service parameters are used by the SCSTC to provide safe, equitable and efficient student transportation, unless exceptional conditions dictate otherwise:

      4.1.1. Distance Calculations
      4.1.2. Pick-up and Drop-off Locations and Times
      4.1.3. Duration of Bus Trip
      4.1.4. School Vehicle Transfers
      4.1.5. Combination of Routes
      4.1.6. Maximum Number of Students Transported on a Bus
      4.1.7. Bus Stop Locations
      4.1.8. Central Pick-up Points
      4.1.9. School Arrival and Departure Windows
      4.1.10. Transportation Eligibility due to Hazards

5. References
   SCDSB Policy 2410 – Transportation
SMCDSB Policy GP – 13

SCSTC Policy TE02 - Transportation Eligibility due to Hazards

SCSTC Policy TE03 – Distance to Bus Stop

SCSTC Policy TE08 – Pick-up and Drop-Off Locations

SCSTC Policy TE04 – Duration of Bus Trip

SCSTC Policy TG12 – School Arrival and Departure Windows

SCSTC Policy TG13 – School Vehicle Transfer
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